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NEW QUESTION: 1
The finance function of Company E are considering using
blockchain technology for its ledger systems Which of the
following will be an advantage of introducing this technology?
A. Transactions are recorded by a sole participant
B. Records can be easily changed and amended
C. It will be easy to understand and work with.
D. Costs of maintaining and reconciling ledgers can be reduced
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two options can you use to configure an EIGRP stub

router? (Choose two)
A. receive-only
B. summary-only
C. summary
D. not-so-stubby
E. external
F. totally-stubby
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
https://www.cisco.com/en/US/technologies/tk648/tk365/technologi
es_white_paper0900aecd8023df6f.
html
eigrp stub [ [receive-only] || [connected] [static] [summary]
[redistributed] ] The following options are available:
* Receive-only: router only accepts, but does not explicitly
advertise, any routes. This option may not be used in
combination with any other options.
* Connected: router advertises directly-connected networks
* Static: router advertises any configured static routes
* Summary: router advertises any configured summarized routes
* Redistributed: router advertises any routes learned from
another protocol, such as OSPF The eigrp stub configuration
need only be entered on the spoke routers. The hub routers
determine that they are talking to a stub router by examining
the TLV in the HELLO packet.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which three connection types are supported between a remote
site and vCloud Air?
(Choose three.)
A. Private Connect
B. Secure Internet Connectivity
C. Secure VPN
D. Internet Connectivity
E. Direct Connect
Answer: B,C,E
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